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General Discussion: 
This document provides information on demonstrating batch homogeneity of final APIs 
(small and large molecules) and critical intermediates  
 
This procedure provides document for performing a homogeneity evaluation in support 
of API process validation. The following components of the evaluation are described:  
 
 - Materials to be tested  
 - Selection of test methods for examining homogeneity  
 - Sampling plan – when to collect samples, from what locations, and the  of  

samples  
 - Selecting acceptance criteria for evaluating homogeneity test results.  
 
 
General Comments  
Homogeneity is the acceptable distribution of chemical and physical properties within a 
batch, based on predefined criteria. The intent of examining homogeneity during the 
validation is to demonstrate that the quality of a sample collected from any location 
within a batch is representative of the quality of the entire batch.  
 
For large molecules the evaluation of homogeneity must consider the consistency of the 
profile of heterogeneity of product-related molecular variants. This profile should be 
consistent throughout a batch and similar between batches.  
 
Unless previously performed in another study, examination of API homogeneity must be  
performed during process validation. If homogeneity was shown in a previous study, the  
following should be considered to determine if this study is still applicable:  
 
__  Was the API prepared by the same process?  
__  What processing changes have been made, and what potential impact (if any) do 

these changes have on API homogeneity?  
__  Was the API prepared in the same (or equivalent) equipment? 
__  Was the API prepared at approximately the same batch size (e.g. within +25% 

linear scale of the validated batch size)?  
 
Requirements, acceptance criteria, and conclusions for the homogeneity study may be 
included in the process validation documents, or may be presented in separate 
documentation that is referenced in the validation documents.  
 
Materials to be tested  
__  Homogeneity shall be demonstrated for finished APIs unless otherwise justified 

and documented.  
__  The need to show homogeneity of isolated critical intermediates should be 

considered on a case-by-case basis depending on how the intermediate is used in 
subsequent processing. In general, studying the homogeneity of an intermediate is 
of less importance than that of a final  
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